
Advertise Online Gambling with an Ad
Network that Accepts Crypto
Overview

Are you seeking an ad network for your gambling site that accepts crypto? If yes, you are
on the right path. In the further section, we will discuss the top ad networks with crypto
payment methods. There you can get several benefits and put yourself on top of your
competitors. Continue reading to go deeper into the topic.

What is a gambling ad network?

Gambling ad networks are platforms that connect gambling advertisers with relevant
publishers that have available ad space. Gambling ad networks generally concentrate on
targeting audiences who are interested in various factors. These include betting online
casinos, gambling, poker, sports betting, and related activities.
This blog is all about top gambling ad networks that use cryptocurrency. So it would be icing
on the cake if we introduce you to the same ad networks.

Benefits of choosing a gambling ad network that accepts cryptocurrency payment
option-
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Here are a few benefits of choosing an ad network that accepts
cryptocurrency-

Lower transaction fees

Cryptocurrency transactions frequently have lower transaction fees than bank transfers or
credit cards. As a result, both advertisers and publishers may experience cost reductions.

Quicker payments

Cryptocurrencies don't depend on traditional banking systems. This is why cryptocurrency
transactions are handled swiftly, mainly for global transactions. For publishers, this implies
quicker payment processing, fewer payment delays, and improved cash flow.

Worldwide reach

Cryptocurrencies have no geographical boundaries. They enable marketers and publishers
to do international business without having to deal with currency conversions or exchange
rates. This may enable the ad network to reach a larger audience.

Increased privacy

Cryptocurrency payments provide a higher level of privacy than conventional payment
methods. Users can complete transactions without disclosing sensitive or personal financial
information. This kind of facility may appeal to those who value their privacy.

Reduced fraud risks

Cryptocurrency transactions are irreversible. Therefore, it may lower the risk of fraudulent
activities and chargebacks. This can be beneficial for advertisers and publishers.

Access to Crypto-enthusiast audience

By providing cryptocurrency payment alternatives, the ad network may get various benefits.
They may attract advertisers and publishers who are active in the cryptocurrency industry
or serve a crypto-savvy audience. As a result, advertising campaigns may become more
relevant and targeted.

Forward-looking approach

Accepting bitcoins as a form of payment might be viewed as a progressive and creative
decision. It signals that the ad network keeps up with new trends and technologies.
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Variations in Payment Methods

Offering cryptocurrency payment along with other options provides advertisers and
publishers more choices. It accommodates those who rather transact with digital assets.

Top online gambling ad networks that accept crypto

Here is a list of top online gambling ad networks that accept crypto;

7Search PPC

7Search PPC is one of the best online gambling ad networks. Here are a few benefits of
choosing 7Search PPC;

Targeted audience

7Search PPC specializes in crypto-currency-related sites and audiences. If your
gambling service or product is also associated with cryptocurrencies, advertising on a
platform that attracts crypto enthusiasts can be beneficial.

This targeted approach may enhance the relevance of your ads. It may also attract a more
engaged audience.

Cryptocurrency payments

7Search PPC's acceptance of cryptocurrency payments enables you to conduct transactions
using Bitcoin. This payment alternative can be convenient and align with your business
motives if you prefer using cryptocurrency for financial transactions.

Experience in gambling advertising

7Search PPC has experience in serving ads for the gambling industry. Their expertise and
knowledge in this niche can be helpful. They have insights into what suits well in
gambling-related advertising. They may assist you in optimizing your ad campaigns and
improving their effectiveness.

Variety of ad formats

7Search PPC provides various ad formats along with multiple payment methods. The ad
formats include banner ads, text ads, native ads, popunder ads, social bar ads, and
video ads. Having access to various ad formats at an ad network empowers publishers to
tailor their ad placements to suit their audience, content, and platform.

This flexibility may lead to a better user experience and stronger relationships with
advertisers.
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Targeting alternatives

7Search PPC offers various targeting options. These may boost the performance of your
gambling ads. You may potentially target users based on many factors. These include their
location, interest, demographics, and other parameters. This feature may enable you to
reach your desired audience effectively.

CoinTraffic

CoinTraffic is also an ideal gambling ad network. Here are the benefits of choosing this
platform;

Targeted audience

CoinTraffic provides various targeting alternatives. Therefore, it allows advertisers to reach a
particular audience interested in betting/gambling. This targeting capability may increase
the effectiveness of ad campaigns. It may also assist advertisers in connecting potential
customers more effectively.

Broad network

CoinTraffic partners with a broad range of cryptocurrency-related platforms and sites. It may
offer advertisers in the gambling industry various opportunities. They may showcase their
services or products across various pertinent sites.

Advertisers may potentially increase exposure and attract new customers through this
platform.

Real-time analytics and tracking

CoinTraffic offer comprehensive analytics and tracking tools. These insights may help you
track the performance of your ad campaigns effectively. You may also optimize them for
better outcomes. These can also be helpful for making data-driven decisions.

Cryptocurrency payment methods

CoinTraffic offers cryptocurrency payment methods, providing flexibility and convenience
for advertisers. Do you prefer to transact using digital currencies? If yes, then this can be an
ideal option for you.This feature also enables gambling advertisers to target
cryptocurrency users, who can be more likely to engage with such payment methods.

Customer support

This gambling ad network offers good customer support for your help. If any inquiries or
issues arise during your advertising campaign, they are available for you 24/7/365.
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Bitmedia,io

If you are looking for the best gambling advertising network, then Bitmedia,io can be the
final destination for you. Here is the reason for choosing this ad network;

Cryptocurrency-specific network

Bitmedia is a cryptocurrency-specific ad network that targets the cryptocurrency industry.
They have a section devoted to gambling and casinos. This is why it's an ideal platform for
gambling advertisers. Those seeking to promote gambling-related services/products with
cryptocurrency payments can choose it.

Advanced targeting options

The platform offers various targeting alternatives. These include geolocation, operating
systems, devices, and more. It enables advertisers to reach their target market and promote
their gambling services/products to relevant users.

Verified and secured traffic

This gambling ad network claims to use anti-fraud measures to ensure traffic quality. These
measures also maintain a safe environment for publishers and advertisers of the gambling
industry.

Cryptocurrency payment methods

Bitmedia,io supports cryptocurrency payments. This feature makes it convenient for
advertisers in the gambling industry to transact utilizing digital currencies.

Conclusion

Advertising online gambling with a crypto-friendly ad network is beneficial. It can be a
potent way to engage and attract a niche audience. You can choose the above-mentioned
ad networks. There, you may advertise casinos with crypto payment methods. They all
are top gambling ad networks that may help you to fulfill your mission.
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